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Introduction
Ordinary Differential Equations ODE

Equation with functions of one independent variables andderivatives
What methods did we use tosolvethose equations

Well it depends on the form of the ODE
linearODEwith coefficients

AsiaBack
Anstatt et

ie aide is a scalar superposition yet y atypal

ExampleFrom theexercise
sheet se f alt t scco 1

an schlaft 0
Ansatzschreit insertandsee HefteAe ActAt 1 o
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Now in order to have a unique
solution we applythe boundary condition so o 1
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sc leitet 1



EulerODE doya anseybelt ansc g frei soo substitution solltetthen
linear theequation is likeabove

1Orderseparable Jaya fci.gg ff da fanda gut
Example Find asolution to Ya y Werewrite theeinandsee it is of1stoder

a
day schY Edy sich ffdobück Gt Etc y off
Now wecheckthatthesolutionmakessense day pay so E Ig

D 14 5 FEIN
Remark ifwe wont a uniquesolution wecanimpose aboundaryconditioneg y o 1 g ffn

many more seemyAnalysis I II summary for a fewmore examples

Point is it'simportant to beableto distinguish the different typesofequations in order to

solve them later
recognise

same for PDEs



Wir.tone
variable a.k.aderivative

PartitaDifferential
EquationsPDEs

Order Highest order partial derivative of the function wit any variable

Fü
Linearity A linearPDE is ofthe form

Mut Fianna t.IT a unipst fan an

be aware thatthefunction u andthe coefficients al both depend on the
variables an ihn

Quasi Linearwert thehighestorder derivative

linearity Find the highestorderderivative and replace itwith a
Then istheequation linearwert

Homogeneity A PDE is homogenious if the rightsich i e everytermthatderen
depend on U is equal to O

Schwartz Basically if u is smooth Uxy nyx
Theorem very often the casebut not always

Vectorspace het La fan be a linear inhomogeneous PDEwith solution up
of Solution het La 0 homogeneous solutions umanduns
theorem

akasuperposition ThenHaßeR Lunstfun is a solution of LU O
principle zumPuntup LU fa



1st Order Quasilinear
Method of characteristics M o C initialcondition PDE

Themethod of characteristics willhelps us solve some caucjprble.ms
of the form

ala y Ux blay My copy u nay
1 Orderlinear
2 variables

with

Yifan for any constrained to adomain DIR

Only well posedproblems can besolved using the M o C

Duringthe semester we looked at plentyof different initial conditions
U al O D

Ula g 1 on the unit circle

And we used the procedure

Identify components in theequation abc dD

Parametrizetheinitialcondition TIEFE
X as

Write down the characteristic equations and solvethem t
go.siSEI ilo.sk

Findinversemapping fort tag and s stay
Plugin u to find the final solution umy and insert solution inproblem to

check it



Unfortunately depending on the problem a stepof themethodnightnot workand
theremight not evenbe a solution

Obstacles towards

global solution
Solution might blow upinfinite time

Ii Characteristics intersect initial curve mon them once

Iii Characteristics intersectwitheach other

d If vectorfieldab vanishes at somepoint

thereexists a unique

Hopefully however there's a way to checkwhether solution

Existence and Assume I sock sit the transversality conditionholdsthen
Uniqueness Theorem solution n oftheCauchy problem defined in a neighborhood

of 0,501Yoso

Jeder
das g

Transversality
Condition

a as blas Recall

der M IM
dasNas day as 1 ad be

O for some s nosolutionexistsfor
thats

FO forsome s solutionexistsfor
that s



Graphically
ö initialcurve tangent is

aretheytransverse nottangential

jg da yos ipso tu characteristics can propagate

informationawayfromtheinitialcurve

O

Remember bothshouldknit thesoll
characteristics tagut is y surface



Conservation Laws C L leg electriccharge
people

Fancyname for PDEsdescribingthe evolutionof conserved quantities
We use x as a spatial variable and y a temporal variable so y 0

General We look for um y Rx 0 IRsuchthat
Formulation FEI thefluxboth either nyt FA O

are

egeln or Ugt Chu 0 cal du Fu

C L often come withjgijitialfE.fi un o het

CK C
Example uytcux owith.ee R is the transport equation Fat en

nyt UUx 0 is the Burger equation E Enger
Turns out these type of problems i e incl initialdata can be solvedthanks to
our belovedmethod of characteristics since they are 1st Order QuasilinearPDEs

To helpthe study of such equations we notice thefollowing

The characteristicequations an of the form Gate Cat with 215 5

Yt 1 with gos O

Ü O with üolsths

The characteristics an straight eins gesittet
so fixed s variable t

sch t linearfunctionofy



ucxy hlx ccucx.gs y is an implicit solution to the problem
4 implicit solution iswhenthesolution
of a depends on u itself

If a look at the transversality condition u seethat

5 E der 9 to

By the existann theorem theseequations always have a localsolution
But and this is when it gets spicythis solution might onlyholdup
until the critical time yo

Critical time It is defined by

The idea ofthis Ya infformula isto see when uol.u.esSER c no sothe derivativeof the
solution blowsup i ewhethera discontinuities Equivalently we can write
If this are no discontinuities in
a thentheresalso nogo

go figfndsldfulucs.at

The infimum is thegreatest lowerbound

Let Scp be a set a lowerbound is any element acps.hr

a EX Kzes

The infls y if yea when a is any lower
boundof S

Eg Let P IN S 5 7,10 then1,23,45amlower
bounds but 5 is the highest lowerbound

infle 0 inf E 4
KEIR KERI 2 0



If ye o the strong solution only holds up to try Kompression wave

If yes0 the strongsolution holds forall yo o expansion wave

In general for the burgersequatleast if the initial condition is monotonically
increasing expansion wave Otherwise compression wave

Rankine
Flut Fu

Hugoniot
Condition 45 at n

Solutions y that satisfy the RH Condition are called
shock waves

If we then integrate yyw.r.by we get a border fly Then

um g ü zog
ggbelowright

To make sure a border really is a good one it must satisfy
the entropy condition

Entropy
condition

4 gg cui



2nd Order PDEs
Classification

In this lectureyouonly looked at PDEsof max 2 variables The generalform
ofsuch equation is

Not

LINEÜEYYETE 9 abadelig an
functions of X y

leadingterms Wetärstudging linear
principalpart equations not quasilinear

Given a point Hoy the discriminant is

8 L Yo yo Bao y alto yoccxo.jo

The discriminant helps us to define the typesof2nd order PDEs as

hyperbolic if 8 C Cayo 0 leg Uyy Uxx o war egal

parabolic if 8 C Cayo O le g 4g Ux 0 hat eqn

elliptic if 8 L Cx yo o eg Ux ayy 0 Laplaceegal

Since thisdefinitiondepends on the point we chooseGogol the PDE is
classified only locally itmayvary on different parts of the plane x y



The wave equation

The homogeneous candy problem looks like

SUE EUN O

Ula O fa
also a ge

In opposition to the M.o.li finding a solution to such the Cauchy

problem isquite straightforward

D'Alembert
rect

Formula for
acht FACH flach

homogeneous z gesids
war equation

It's possible to extendthis formula to nonkomogeneous problems however let's first
look at afew properties ofthesolutionof the waveequation

The solution to the war equation can bedecomposedin aforwardand a

backward travelling wave i e UME Flac at Glatt
EE Tkward

Howards positivex towardsnegativx

A solution is a Generalized Solution of the wave equation
if fat and get are piecewise continuous functions This way
u is alsopiecewise continuous

Wecall the characteristics the lines parametrized by
octet L and sc ct ß with aß ER On theselines
uca.tl is constant on these lines
singularities propagate along the characteristics



This am be seen on the following surface plot of a solution

his constant along singularitiesfollow
thecharacteristics thecharacteristics

ten IEEE

Domain of Thesolution in KoYo depends ist
xo.todependence flxotctol.flo c.to and

g in the interval Ixo
cto.xotctdx.TT to

Region of All points satisfying x ctsb
axt

Öffinfluence are dependant on the initialcondition on
the interval la b



D'Alembert's Now we're readyfor the inhomogeneous wave equation
Formula for The solution to the inhomogeneous Cauchy problem

homogenous

wenn UH Ol FAI ER

exists and is given by

um flxtchjflxchyffjgads ffjjjcg.tldesdt

Ingnipigneition
Although it's nice to have a single formula for all problems of this
sort sometimes it's not super convenient to compute the last termBut
in many cases it'spossible to shortcutthetedious computation by applying
the principle of superposition seepage insert page

So basically if we
find one particularsolution v
we can definewe u u and the Cauchy problem will become

WE C Wxx UTE CU xx VAT CK O

SW XG UN o V x d fat vlt o

Wft o Ut XD VEX0 GE VEHo

The problem is homogeneous and we can some it with homogenousd'Alember

Finally we find a wer

This superposition technique is especially effective if the inhomogeneity
consists of the addition of two functionsof one variable Fax t fisch



Uniqueness of the solution to Gute
Eu Flat XER te o

the solution of UK ol fan ER
the waveequation LUAOI ga ER
theorem

is 49

Theproof is quite notandnot too difficult so have a lookat it in the
lecturenotes ifyouhave a bit of time

Symmetry of Let felandgen be specially jepp functions

wave equation wir.sc
then so is a la t

Theseproperties can helpus solm wave equations with boundaryconditions
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